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Three-Head Independent Dual Well Cassette Deck

PMD520

The stationary three-head mechanisms in the PMD520 allow tape 
monitoring during recording and provide exceptional recording performance
when combined with the automatic tape calibration system.

During continuous recording, the overlap record feature can be activated
to ensure uninterrupted recording when going from well to well and
deck to deck. The overlap record feature will start the next tape three
minutes before the current tape ends.

A variety of options are available for remotely controlling the PMD520.
The Marantz WRC220 wired remote provides complete control for 
playback, recording, and duplication. A custom remote can be interfaced
through the control I/O port (25-pin set of contact closures). A record/play
timer has also been included to start recording or playback automatically
when the power is switched on.

In addition to the above, the PMD520 continues the Marantz tradition
of offering exceptionally high quality and ease of use.

Key Features
– Fully Independent Operation

– Stationary Three-Head Mechanisms

– Tape Monitoring While Recording

– Direct Tape Insertion/Removal

– Removable Tape Mechanisms

– Simultaneous (Duplication) Recording

– Loop-Through Output for Duplication

– Continuous Recording with Three-Minute Overlap

– Automatic Tape Calibration (Auto Bias) Program

– Normal (1x) and High-Speed (2x) Operation

– Recessed Fine Speed Control (± 3%)

– Automatic Rewind

– Record/Play Timer

– Tape Stop Alarm

– Record Mute

– Recessed Record Balance Controls

– Dolby B/C and HX Pro Headroom Extension

– 25-Pin Contact Closure Control Port

– Marantz RC-5 Remote Port (AMX and Crestron Compatible)

– Optional Wired (WRC220) and IR (RC5PMD) Remote

– Headphone Jack with Level Control

– Switchable Source for Headphone

– Stereo LED Meters with Peak Hold

– Time Counters with Tape Size Selector

– Large Transport Control Buttons with LED Inset

– Detachable Grounded AC Cord

– Mechanism Dust Covers Included

– Optional Balanced XLR Kit (XLR520PMD)

– One-Piece 3U Rackmount Chassis

The Marantz PMD520 sets new standards 
for innovation and design. Featuring two 
independent three-head mechanisms, the
PMD520 is designed to provide the audio 
professional with the most flexible and 
comprehensive cassette deck available. 
Two innovative features of the PMD520 
are direct tape insertion/removal and easy
servicing. The tape doors have been 
eliminated so that tapes can be inserted 
and removed with great efficiency. Servicing 
is easy because each mechanism can be 
completely removed for service while the 
other remains available for use.
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Specifications
Overall
Number of Heads per Deck 3
Record Head Type Hard permalloy
Number of Motors per Deck 2
Motor Type DC servo
Input Level/Impedance 100 mV/100 k ohm
Output Level/Impedance 540 mV/47 ohm
Crosstalk (1 kHz, 0 dB ref) 63 dB
Channel Separation (1 kHz, 0 dB ref.) 40 dB
Distortion (315 Hz, 250 nwb/m) less than 1.5%
Wow and Flutter (JIS wtd.) Less than 0.07%

Power Consumption 30 W
Power Requirements 120 V AC @ 60Hz

Tape Speeds
Normal (1x) 1 7/8 ips (4.75 cm/sec)
High (2x) 3 3/4 ips (9.50 cm/sec)

Frequency Response
Metal (Type IV) Tape 20-18 kHz (±3 dB)
CrO2 (Type II) Tape 20-17 kHz (±3 dB)
Normal (Type I) Tape 20-16 kHz (±3 dB)

Signal-To-Noise Ration (‘A’ Weighted)
No Noise Reduction 58 dB
Dolby B 67 dB
Dolby C 75 dB

Dimensions/Weight
Panel Height (3U) 5.2” (133 mm)
Panel Width 19.0” (483 mm)
Depth 13.2” (334 mm)
Weight 15.4 lbs. (7.0 kg)

Specifications are based on measurement conditions and proper care for the machine, and are
subject to change without notice.

PMD520
Applications
Duplicating Facilities
The PMD520 was designed for efficient operation and easy servicing.
With the top cover on, motor speed can be adjusted by ±3 percent
from the front panel, and both tape mechanisms are totally removable.
Direct tape insertion/removal, automatic rewind, and an auto bias 
program that automatically sets the bias, record gain, and equalization
for a particular tape emphasize very efficient operation. Other key 
features include fully automated control via the WRC220, a loop-
through output, a high-speed duplication mode, peak holding meters,
and a tape stop alarm.

Recording Studios and Mastering Facilities
The PMD520 makes an exceptional mix-down deck, or a number 
of PMD520s can be used for a small-scale duplication system. 
The optional XLR kit (XLR520PMD) ensures easy integration into 
any studio environment.

Audio Logging/Surveillance
The continuous record feature combined with the three-minute overlap
feature provide uninterrupted recording using one or multiple units.
During recording, the three-head mechanism allows the user to listen 
to what has just been recorded.

Houses of Worship
The PMD520 can be used as a high-quality master deck for recording
sermons, or multiple units can be connected together for high-quality
real-time duplication.

Corporate Installations
The PMD520 functions as an excellent record and playback deck
because of its logging ability, AMX and Crestron compatibility, and fully
independent operation and I/Os. A contact closure control port is also
provided to allow custom control.

DJs
When recording mixes, two high-quality tapes can be made simultaneously.
Since the PMD520 has removable doors, tapes can be inserted and
removed quickly and easily.

 


